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Abstract Context: During the last years, developers of mobile applications have
the possibility to use new paradigms and tools for developing mobile applications.
For instance, since 2017, Android developers have the official support to write
Android applications using Kotlin language. Kotlin is programming language fully
interoperable with Java that combines object-oriented and functional features.
Objective: The goal of this paper is twofold. First, it aims to study the degree of adoption of Kotlin language on the development of open-source Android
applications and to measure the amount of Kotlin code inside those applications.
Secondly, it aims to measure the quality of Android applications that are written
using Kotlin and to compare it with the quality of Android applications written
using Java.
Method: We first defined a method to detect Kotlin applications from a
dataset of open-source Android applications. Then, we analyzed those applications
to detect instances of code smells and computed an estimation of the quality of
the applications. Finally, we studied how the introduction of Kotlin code impacts
on the quality of an Android application.
Results: Our experiment found that 11.26% of applications from a dataset with
2,167 open-source applications have been written (partially or fully) using Kotlin
language. We found that the introduction of Kotlin code increases the quality, in
terms of the presence of 10 different code smells studied, 4 object-oriented and 6
Android, of the majority of the Android applications initially written in Java.
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1 Introduction

In 2017, smartphone companies shipped a total of 1.46 billion devices. The vast
majority of them (85%) run one platform, Android from Google, which is much
more adopted than the second most used platform, iOS from Apple, with the
14.7% of the worldwide smartphone volume (IDC, 2017).
For developing a mobile application capable of running on devices with Android, Google provides an official IDE (Integrated Development Environment),
named Android Studio,1 and a SDK (Software Development Toolkit).2 Android
allows running native applications originally written in Java. The SDK compiles
the Java code into Dalvik bytecode, which is then packaged on an apk. Then, developers submit those apks to applications stores, such as the official, named Google
Play Store.3 Android users can install applications into their Android devices by
downloading those apks directly from the applications stores. Those Android devices include a virtual machine capable of running apks.
During the last years, different development approaches and frameworks have
emerged to ease the development of mobiles applications (Nagappan and Shihab,
2016; Martinez and Lecomte, 2017). For instances, approaches such as PhoneGap/Cordova4 from Adobe, Xamarin from Microsoft5 and React-Native from
Facebook6 aim at facilitating the development of multi-platform mobile applications by allowing developers to write applications using a non-native programming
language and then to obtain a version of each platform (Android and iOS).
Meanwhile, Google and Apple continue evolving their development toolkits
for building native applications with the goal of avoiding mobile developers migrate to such third-party development frameworks, as Xamarin Visual Studio7
from their competitor Microsoft. In June 2014 Apple released Swift, a modern,
multi-paradigm language that combines imperative, object-oriented and functional
programming for developing iOS applications.
In 2017 Google announced that the Kotlin programming language8 as an officially supported language for Android development. Kotlin is a pragmatic programming language that runs on the Java virtual machine and Android. It combines object-oriented and functional features, and it is fully interoperable with
Java. Consequently, it is possible to mix Kotlin and Java code in the same application, to call Koltin code from Java code and the opposite as well. Android
official blog9 states that, by the end of 2017, Kotlin has been used in more than
17% of projects in Android Studio 3.0 (La, 2017).
The goal of this paper is twofold. First, to study the adoption of Kotlin language on Android applications and the amount of Kotlin code written on those
applications. Secondly, to measure the quality of Android applications that are
written using Kotlin.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

https://developer.android.com/studio/
https://developer.android.com/about/
https://play.google.com
https://cordova.apache.org
https://www.xamarin.com
https://facebook.github.io/react-native
https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/xamarin/
https://kotlinlang.org/
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/
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Our motivation is to know whether the Android applications written using
Kotlin language have better quality than the applications written using the
traditional approach for developing native Android applications.
Several previous studies investigated the quality of mobile applications, focusing on presence of code smells, aka anti-patterns (Reimann et al., 2014b; Hecht et al.,
2015a,b; Palomba et al., 2017), energy consumption (Morales et al., 2016, 2017;
Cruz and Abreu, 2017; Carette et al., 2017; Saborido et al., 2018), performance
(Hecht et al., 2016; Carette et al., 2017; Saborido et al., 2018), and hybrid applications (Malavolta et al., 2015a,b). However, to our best knowledge, neither the
adoption of Kotlin language for developing Android applications nor the quality
of Android applications written using Kotlin language were studied.
To carry out our experiment, we first build a dataset of open-source Android
applications. Then, we analyze the code of those applications to compute the
amount of Kotlin code included in each application. We also study how the amount
of Kotlin and Java code evolve along the history of an Android application. After
that, we focus on the quality of Android applications. As proposed by Hecht et al.
(2015a), we measure the quality of an Android application regarding the presence
of code smells. We first carry out an experiment for detecting instances of ten code
smells proposed by the literature (Hecht et al., 2015a; Hecht, 2016). We compare
the presence of code smells between two sets of Android applications: one that
includes applications written using Koltin and the other with applications written
using Java. Finally, we study how the introduction of Kotlin code impacts on the
quality of Android applications initially written in Java.
The research of this paper is guided by the following research questions.
• RQ 1: What is the degree of adoption of Kotlin in mobile development in our
dataset of open-source applications?

We inspected three different datasets of Android applications (F-Droid,10 AndroidTimeMachine11 and Androzoo12 ) and we filtered applications that were
built, at least partially, using Kotlin.
Finding 1: The 11,26% of the open-source Android applications from our
dataset contain Kotlin code (i.e., 244 out of 2167);
• RQ 2: What is the proportion of Kotlin code in mobile applications?

We analyzed every filtered application and we computed the proportion of code
written in Kotlin language.
Finding 2: The 33.61% of the apps that include Kotlin (i.e., 82 out of 244)
are entirely written in Kotlin, i.e., those do not include Java code.
• RQ 3: How does code evolve along the history of an Android application after
introducing Kotlin code?

We computed the amount of Kotlin code for each commit of an Android application to analyze the evolution trends of the Kotlin code along the history.
Finding 3: For the 63.9% of the applications written in Kotlin (totally or
partially), the amount of Kotlin code increases over the evolution whereas the
amount of Java code is reduced.
10
11
12

https://f-droid.org/
https://androidtimemachine.github.io
http://androzoo.uni.lu
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• RQ 4: Regarding the studied code smells, is there a difference between Kotlin and
Java Android apps in terms of code smells presence?

We replicated the experiment done by Habchi et al. (2017) which compares
iOS and Android apps, to compare code smells found in two Android apps
datasets: one with Kotlin code, other without any line of Kotlin.
Finding 4: For 3 out of 4 object-oriented code smells affect more Kotlin than
Java applications, but for all object-oriented smells Java applications have in
median more entities affected with statistical relevance.
• RQ 5: How frequent does the introduction of Kotlin positively impact on the quality
of the versions of an Android application?

We first computed the quality of each version of Kotlin applications based on
the quality models from Hecht et al. (2015a). Then, we measured the impact
over the quality of introducing Kotlin code in applications initially written in
Java.
Finding 5: The introduction of Kotlin code in Android applications initially
written in Java increases the quality of, at least, the 50% of the apps.
The contributions of this paper are:
• A methodology for detecting applications written in Kotlin;
• A dataset of 244 open-source Android applications written partially or totally

with Kotlin;
• A study about the amount of Java and Koltin code along the evolution of

Android applications;
• A study that compares the presence of code smells in Kotlin and Java appli-

cations;
• A study about the measurement of the impact over the software quality of

introducing Kotlin code in Android applications.
The paper continues as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3
describes Kotlin and the development of Android applications using Kotlin language. Section 4 introduces the methodologies used to respond the research questions. Section 5 presents the results and the answers to the research questions. Section 6 presents the threats to the validity. Section 7 presents the discussion about
our findings. Section 8 concludes the paper. All the data presented in this paper
is publicly available in our appendix: https://github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid.

2 Related Work

Kent Beck coined the term code smell in the context of identifying quality issues in
code that can be refactored to improve the maintainability of a software (Fowler
et al., 1999). Since there, the software engineering community has explored various associated dimensions that include proposing a catalog of smells, detecting
smells using a variety of techniques, exploring the relationships among smells, and
identifying the causes and effects of smells (Sharma and Spinellis, 2018). However,
according to Aniche et al. (2017), traditional code smells capture very general principles of good design. Moreover, they suggested that specific types of code smells
are needed to capture “bad practices” on software systems based on a specific platform, architecture or technology. In this context, it possible to find work focused on
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smells specific to the usage of object-relational mapping frameworks (Chen et al.,
2014), Android applications (Verloop, 2013; Reimann et al., 2014b; Hecht et al.,
2015b), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) (Mazinanian et al., 2014) and Model View
Controller (MVC) Architecture (Aniche et al., 2017).
In this section, we discuss the relevant literature about code smells detection
and fixing in mobile applications and related work on software evolution.

2.1 Detection of anti-patterns (code smells) on mobile app
Mannan et al. (2016) compared the presence of well-known object-oriented code
smells in 500 Android applications and 750 desktop applications in Java. They
concluded that there is not a major difference between these two types of applications concerning the density of code smells. However, they observed that the
distribution of code smells on Android applications is more diversified than for
desktop applications. Khalid et al. (2016) conducted a study about the relation
of the presence of code smells and applications’ rating. They analyzed 10,000 Android applications and their reviews at Google Play Store and found that there is
a correspondence between three categories of warnings and the complaints in the
review-comments of end users.
Reimann et al. (2014b) proposed a catalog of 30 quality smells dedicated to
Android. These code smells are mainly originated from the good and bad practices
documented online in the official Android documentation or by developers reporting their experiences on blogs. Hecht et al. (2015b,a) proposed a tooled approach,
named Paprika, to identify object-oriented and Android-specific code smells from
binaries (apk) of mobile applications. Palomba et al. (2017) proposed a detection tool, called aDoctor, to detect 15 Android code smells using static analysis
code techniques. They tested aDoctor on a testbed of 18 Android applications and
attained a detection precision close to 100%.
While Mannan et al. (2016) and Khalid et al. (2016) focused on detection of
object-oriented smells in mobile applications, Reimann et al. (2014b) proposed
a catalog of smells dedicated to Android. Moreover, Hecht et al. (2015a,b) and
Palomba et al. (2017) proposed tools to identify Android smells.
To the best of our knowledge, nobody studied code smells on Android applications written with Kotlin.

2.2 Code evolution
Object-oriented metrics gained popularity to assess software quality, since their
definition by Chidamber and Kemerer (1994).
Li et al. (2017a) conducted an empirical study on long spans in the lifetime of
8 typical open-source mobile applications to have a better understanding of the
evolution of mobile applications. Their results indicated that a subset of Lehman’s
laws (Lehman, 1980) still applies to open-source mobile applications. Moreover,
they found that the growth of mobile applications is non-smooth and the software
instability increases with the addition of third-party libraries.
To the best of our knowledge, no work studied the evolution of Kotlin applications.
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2.3 Presence of code smells (Anti-patterns) throughout the software evolution
To assess software quality other work focus on the presence of code smells.
Palomba et al. (2015) presented HIST (Historical Information for Smell deTection), an approach aimed at detecting five different code smells by exploiting information extracted from versioning systems. They compared their approach over
a manually-built oracle of smells, identified in twenty Java open-source projects
with traditional approaches, based on the analysis of a single project snapshot.
They found that HIST can identify code smells that cannot be identified by competitive approaches solely based on code analysis of a single system’s snapshot.
Also, they confirmed that there is a potential to combine historical and structural
information to achieve better smell detection.
Tufano et al. (2015) conducted a sizable empirical study over the change history
of 200 open-source projects from different software ecosystems, including Android
applications. They investigated when bad smells are introduced by developers and
the circumstances and reasons behind their introduction. They found that most
times code artifacts are affected by code smells since their creation. Moreover, they
observed that the main activities whose developers tend to introduce smells are
implementing new features and enhancing existing ones.
Hecht et al. (2015b,a) proposed a tooled approach, called Paprika, to identify
object-oriented and Android-specific anti-patterns from binaries of mobile applications, and to analyze applications’ quality along their evolution. They considered
106 Android applications that differ both in internal attributes, such as their size
and external attributes from the perspective of end users. They collected several
versions (apks) of each application to form a total of 3,568 versions to estimate
software quality during their evolution. One of the main findings of their work is
that mobile applications developers need to allocate more quality assurance efforts.
Palomba et al. (2018) presented a large-scale empirical study on the diffuseness of
code smells and their impact on code change- and fault-proneness. They analyzed
a total of 395 releases of 30 open-source projects, considering 13 different code
smells. They found that smells characterized by long and/or complex code (e.g.,
Complex Class) are highly diffused, and smelly classes have a higher change- and
fault-proneness than smell-free classes.
Therefore, Tufano et al. (2015) and Palomba et al. (2015) focused on code
smells, but none of them investigated the presence of Android-specific smells during
the software evolution. On the other hand, Hecht et al. (2015b,a) proposed a tool
capable of identifying both type of smells, object-oriented, and Android and they
evaluated the evolution of software quality.
However, none of these work studied the presence of smells on the mobile
application written in Kotlin.

2.4 Relation between code smells and programming languages in mobile
applications
Habchi et al. (2017) studied code smells in the iOS ecosystem, considering Swift
and Objective-C languages and how it is compared with Android smells. They proposed a catalog of 6 iOS-specific code smells that they identified from developers’
feedbacks and the platform official. To identify those code smells they extended
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Paprika (Hecht et al., 2015a,b). Then, they analyzed 103 Objective-C applications
and 176 Swift applications hosted on GitHub and discovered that code smells tend
to appear with the same proportion or only a slight difference in Objective-C and
Swift and that the applications written in Objective-C and Swift are very different concerning object-oriented metrics. Furthermore, they analyzed 1,551 Android
open-source applications from F-Droid and found that Android applications tend
to contain more code smells than iOS applications in both languages, except for
the SAK code smell, which appears in the same proportion for all languages.
Although Habchi et al. (2017) focused on the relation between code smells
and programming languages in the context of mobile applications, they did not
consider applications written in Kotlin.

2.5 Studies that measure the impact of code smells on runtime.
Besides some work with a focus on identifying code smells, other authors have
focused on better understanding the impact of code smells on runtime.
Hecht et al. (2016) conducted an empirical study with different versions of
open-source Android applications to determine whether fixing Android anti-patterns
have a significant impact on the user interface (number of delayed frames) and
memory usage. They reported that correcting these Android code smells effectively improves the user interface and memory usage in a significant way.
Cruz and Abreu (2017) studied the impact of eight best performance-based
practices on the energy consumed by Android applications. They carried out an
empirical study with 6 applications from F-droid and manual refactoring was
applied for each detected pattern in those applications. They found that fixing
ViewHolder, DrawAllocation, WakeLock, ObsoleteLayout-Param, and Recycle improved energy efficiency. However, fixing UnusedResources and UselessParent did
not provide any significant change in energy consumption while fixing Overdraw
increase energy consumption by 2.2%.
Saborido et al. (2018) performed a comparison among the implementation
HashMap provided by Java SDK and the different implementations of map data
structure offered by Android API. They analyzed 5,713 Android applications available on GitHub and published on Google Play. They found that SparseArray variants should be used instead of HashMap and ArrayMap when keys are primitive
types because it is more efficient in terms of CPU time, memory and energy consumption, disagreeing partially with the Android documentation.
These studies focused on object-oriented and Android smells and how they impact on different runtime aspects. Nevertheless, these experiments did not consider
Kotlin applications.

2.6 Approaches that automatically correct code smells
Previous work from Mannan et al. (2016); Khalid et al. (2016); Li et al. (2017b);
Palomba et al. (2017); Hecht et al. (2015b,a); Habchi et al. (2017); Hecht et al.
(2016); Cruz and Abreu (2017); Saborido et al. (2018) focused on studying and
detecting code smells. Other worls focused on applying “correction” action to
overcome the code smells.
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Carette et al. (2017) proposed a tooled and reproducible approach, called HotPepper, to automatically correct code smells and evaluate the impact on energy
consumption. They conducted an empirical study on five Android applications to
assess the impact on energy consumption. Their results confirmed that Android
anti-patterns have an impact on the energy consumption of applications.
Morales et al. (2016, 2017) introduced a novel approach for refactoring mobile applications while controlling for energy consumption, named EARMO, that
uses evolutionary multi-objective techniques. They evaluated it on a benchmark of
20 free and open-source Android applications. The results showed that EARMO
can propose solutions to remove a median of 84% of anti-patterns, with a median
execution time of less than a minute. Concerning the difference in energy consumption after refactoring, they observed that three applications improved their
energy consumption with statistically significant results.
Cruz and Abreu (2018) presented a tool capable of identifying and applying
automatic refactor of five energy code smells: View Holder, Draw Allocation, Wake
Lock, Recycle and ObsoleteLayoutParam (Cruz and Abreu, 2017). They analyzed
140 free and open-source Android applications collected from F-droid. Their experiment yielded a total of 222 refactorings in 45 applications, which were submitted
to the original repositories as PRs. 18 applications had successfully merged their
PR. These studies (Morales et al., 2016, 2017; Cruz and Abreu, 2017, 2018; Carette
et al., 2017) applied refactoring at Java code level to remove code smells.
As far as we know, no studies focused on apply refactoring on Kotlin applications.

3 Brief Introduction to Mobile Development using Kotlin Language

In this section, we briefly describe Kotlin and Android application development
using Kotlin.

3.1 Kotlin programming languages
Kotlin is a statically typed programming language that reduces language verbosity
relative to Java (e.g., semicolons are optional as a statement terminator ‘;’). Furthermore, Kotlin applications run on top of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The
Kotlin compiler kotlinc compiles Kotlin code to Java bytecode, which can be executed by that JVM. For this reason, Kotlin is interoperable with Java and other
JVM languages as well (e.g., Scala or Groovy). This interoperability can be seen
in two manners. First, Kotlin developers can use libraries (e.g., jars) written in
another language such as Java, and secondly, developers can create applications
using Kotlin together with other JVM languages.

3.2 New Features from Kotlin
Kotlin and Java are modern programming languages that run on top of the JVM.
Nevertheless, Kotlin presents some differences compared to Java. To our opinion,
the most relevant is that, in addition of the object-oriented paradigm, Kotlin
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introduces functional programming, which allows, for instance, the use of high
order functions.
According to the official documentation,13 the following list presents some
features from Kotlin not present in Java: 1) the combination of Lambda Expressions and Inline functions, 2) Extension functions, 3) Null-safety, 4) Smart casts,
5) Properties, 6) Primary constructors, 7) First-class delegation, 8) Type inference
for variable and property types, 9) Singletons, 10) Declaration-site variance and
Type projections, 11) Range expressions, 12) Operator overloading, 13) Companion objects, 14) Data classes, 15) Separate interfaces for read-only and mutable
collections, and 16) Coroutines.
Moreover, according to the mentioned documentation, Kotlin fixes a series
of issues that Java suffers from: 1) Null references are controlled by the type
system, 2) No raw types, 3) Arrays in Kotlin are invariant, 4) Kotlin has proper
function types, as opposed to Java’s SAM-conversions, 5) Use-site variance without
wildcards, and 6) Kotlin does not have checked exceptions.

3.3 Kotlin for Mobile development
To develop a mobile application using Kotlin, developers can use the same tools
that Google provides for developing Android applications using Java. Those tools
are: a) the Software Development Kit (SDK), and b) the Official Android Integrated Development Environment (IDE). For instance, Android Studio 3.0+ fully
supports the development of Android applications using Kotlin code and provides
features such as autocomplete, debugging, refactoring, and lint check. Using Android Studio, a mobile developer can: 1) start a new Android project for developing
an app using Kotlin from scratch, 2) add new Kotlin files to an existing project
already written in Java, or 3) converts existing Java code to Kotlin.
Android applications’ source code (written in Java, Kotlin or both) are compiled to Dalvik bytecode, which runs on top of an adapted JVM for Android devices
named Dalvik or Art (according to the Android version). The Dalvik bytecode is
stored into .dex files (those are similar to .class files for JVM). Moreover, Dalvik
bytecode is packaged in a file named Application Package Kit (APK), which groups
the bytecode of a mobile app, similarly to jar files for class files in Java. Android
SDK provides a feature of inspecting these files using a tool named apkanalyzer.14
To generate an apk, every app project must have an AndroidManifest.xml file
at the root of the project source set.15 The manifest file describes essential information about an application and is consumed by the Android build tools, the
Android operating system, and Google Play. The manifest must include: the app’s
package name, components of the app (activities, services, broadcast receivers,
and content providers), permissions that the app needs to access protected parts
of the system or other applications, etc.
13
14
15

https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/comparison-to-java.html
https://developer.android.com/studio/build/apk-analyzer
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro
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3.4 Advantages claimed by Kotlin community
To the best of our knowledge, nobody has studied the advantages of using Kotlin.
However, the community of Kotlin developers enumerates some features in favor of
Kotlin, suggesting that mobile developers should migrate from Java to Kotlin. For
example, Vinther (2017) suggests 17 reasons 1) Java interoperability, 2) familiar
syntax, 3) string interpolation, 4) type inference, 5) smart casts, 6) intuitive equals,
7) default arguments, 8) named arguments, 9) the when expression, 10) properties, 11) the data class, 12) operator overloading, 13) destructuring declarations,
14) ranges, 15) extension Functions, 16) null safety, and 17) better lambdas. To
the best of our knowledge, no work has empirically validated those reasons in the
context of mobile development.

4 Methodology

In this section, we present the methodology used in this paper for studying Android applications written with Kotlin. Section 4.1 describes the method to collect
Android applications from different sources and presents the resulting dataset of
applications studied along this paper. Section 4.2 presents the heuristics for classifying Kotlin applications from the mentioned dataset, used to respond the RQ
1. Section 4.3 presents the method to obtain the proportion of Kotlin code, used
to respond the RQ 2. Section 4.4 presents the different evolution trends of source
code, used to respond the RQ 3. Section 4.5 describes the code smells from the
bibliography, used to respond the RQ 4. Finally, section 4.6 describes 1) the technique to calculate the quality score of Android applications, and 2) the process to
measure the impact of introducing Kotlin code, used to respond to RQ 5.

4.1 Creation of a dataset of Kotlin applications
4.1.1 Criteria for building our dataset of mobile applications

As the goal of our experiment is to study the use and quality of Kotlin code
in Android applications, we decided to study mobile applications that have at
least one version released in 2017 or later. As Kotlin was announced as an official
language for Android development in 2017,16 before that date, Android developers
did not have support from Google for developing Android applications using Kotlin
language. Therefore, we considered that applications whose last versions date from
2016 or earlier could not give us much information about the use of Kotlin language
in the Android domain.
Moreover, we need that our dataset of Android applications includes, for each
application: a) its source code hosted in a code repository (e.g., GitHub), and
b) binary files (apk) of the released versions.
16 https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2017/05/android-announces-support-for-kotlin.
html
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4.1.2 Selecting dataset of Android applications

We created our dataset of mobile applications by combining three already defined
datasets: F-droid, AndroidTimeMachine (Geiger et al., 2018) and AndroZoo (Allix
et al., 2016). To our knowledge, those are the three largest publicly available
datasets of Android applications that contain applications recently released.
Let us now to introduce each dataset and to explain the reasons for choosing
them.
F-droid is a directory of open-source Android applications that contains 1,509

applications.17 A mobile application has one or more versions, each of them represented by an apk. At the main page of each application, F-Droid provides the
links to download the last three versions of an application and a link for another
page that contains a list of all the versions.
F-droid provides all the information we need, i.e., access to a code repository
and apks of the different released versions of the applications. However, the number
of applications (1,509) is low compared with other datasets. For this reason, we decided to mine other Android datasets with the goal of including more applications
in our study.
AndroidTimeMachine is a graph database of Android applications which are both

accessible on GitHub and Google Play (Geiger et al., 2018). To create this dataset,
the authors defined and executed a 4-step process: 1) identifies open-source Android applications hosted on GitHub, 2) extracts their package names, 3) checks
their availability on the Google Play store, and 4) matches each GitHub repository
to its corresponding app entry in the Google Play store (Geiger et al., 2018). In
total, AndroidTimeMachine has 8,431 applications, and it is based on publiclyavailable GitHub mirror available in BigQuery.18 Using the Neo4j database is
possible to retrieve for each application its source-code repository link and the
application’s package name. However, this dataset does not provide any apks from
its applications. For this reason, we decided to mine the missing apks on AndroZoo
dataset.
AndroZoo is dataset of millions of Android applications collected from various data
sources (Allix et al., 2016), including major market places Google Play, Anzhi, and
AppChine, as well as smaller directories mobile, AnGeeks, Slideme, ProAndroid, HiApk, and F-Droid (Geiger and Malavolta, 2018). In total, AndroZoo has 4,390,288

applications that correspond to a total of 7,795,372 apks (versions).19 The list of
available APKs is regularly updated on the AndroZoo website, along with metadata for each app as, the main package name, the size of the APK, the version,
and the market where the app was downloaded from, etc (Allix et al., 2016).
However, AndroZoo does not provide a link for the source-code repository of an
application, even if an application is open-source.
17
18
19

Last visit: 06/04/2018.
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/public-data/github
Last visit: 16/10/2018.
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Table 1: Steps executed to build a recent version of AndroidTimeMachine
Steps
Finding Android Manifest Files
Extracting package Names
Discarding repositories with more than one manifest file
Filtering applications on Google Play
Matching of Google Play pages to GitHub repositories
Filtering applications from 2017 or later

AndroidTimeMachine
Original
Updated
378,610
358,518
112,153
114,152
49,570
9,478
3,664
8,431
3,664
2,156

4.1.3 Building our study dataset

Now, we present the different steps to build the dataset used in this study.
Step 1: Mining F-Droid. Using the upload version date included in F-Droid, we

retrieved 926 applications from F-Droid that fulfill our selection criterion.20 The
total number of versions (i.e., apks) found corresponding to those applications was
13,094. We could download 11,675 apks (89%). The rest of the apks files (11%)
were not available.
Step 2: Mining AndrodTimeMachine. The version of AndroidTimeMachine presented

by Geiger et al. (2018) contains 8,431 applications and it was executed in October
2017. As their infrastructure is publicly available,21 we re-executed it on October
2018 with the goal of including more recent applications.
Once we retrieved the list of applications, differently of the original work
from Geiger et al. (2018), we carried out a new step to keep applications whose
code repositories have only one Android manifest file. We added this new step
because we discovered that the AndroidTimeMachine match algorithm produced
wrong results (i.e., applications linked with wrong repositories) when a repository has more that one AndroidManifest.xml files. In our appendix we list those
applications that suffer the mentioned problem.22
Table 1 shows the comparison between the numbers found by us resulting from
the re-execution of each step and the numbers of the original dataset by Geiger
et al. (2018). In conclusion, we retained 2,156 applications from AndroidTimeMachine, all of them fulfill our selection criterion.
Step 3: Combining AndrodTimeMachine with AndroZoo: Since AndroidTimeMachine
does not provide apks from the applications, we retrieved from AndroZoo the apks
corresponding to each application of AndroidTimeMachine. To obtain those apks,
we first extracted the package name located on the Android manifest, and then
we queried the AndroZoo HTTP API. In total, 1,531 applications from AndrodTimeMachine were present in AndroZoo. To assure that these applications were
correctly linked with repositories, we manually checked, for each application, its
20

Experiment executed the June 4th, 2018.
AndroidTimeMachine resources: https://androidtimemachine.github.io/dataset/ and
https://github.com/AndroidTimeMachine/open_source_android_apps
22 https://github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid/blob/master/docs/multiple_manifest_
problem.md.
21
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Fig. 1: Distribution of number of version (apk) per application.

repository page and its page on Google Play Store. Then we found 54 applications
linked with wrong repositories. We removed them, remaining 1,477 applications.23
Step 4: Combining F-Droid and AndroZoo. Finally, we kept 1,241 applications from

AndroZoo. The rest, 236, were already discovered from F-Droid during the step 1.
The resulting dataset. Our final dataset, named FAMAZOA (F-droid AndroidtimeMachine

AndroZoo Open-source Applications) corresponds to:
F AM AZOA = F droid ∪ (AndroZoo ∩ AndroidT imeM achine)

In total, FAMAZOA has 2,167 applications (926 + 1,241) and 19,838 apks.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of apks (released versions) per applications. From
F-droid we downloaded in median 6 apks, and from AndroidZoo we downloaded
in media 3 apk per application. In summary, FAMAZOA has in median 4 apk per
application. The complete list of applications from FAMAZOA is publicly available
in our appendix.24

4.2 Detecting Kotlin applications
For responding our RQ1 (What is the degree of adoption of Kotlin in mobile development in our dataset of open-source applications? ), we built a process to classify both
applications and apks (retrieved in Section 4.1) in three categories of applications:
1) written with Java (not include any line of Kotlin code), 2) written partially
23 In the appendix we list that applications that suffer the mentioned problem: https://
github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid/blob/master/docs/wrong_match.md.
24 FAMAZOA
dataset:
https://github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid/blob/master/docs/
final_dataset.md
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Fig. 2: Our pipeline to classify Android applications (Section 4.2.). We take as
input an application that corresponds to its apks and its source-code repository
url and then classify it between Java, Kotlin or Pure Kotlin in three steps. First, in
step (a), heuristic Hapk considers the content of apk. Second, in step (b), heuristic
Hgh uses the GitHub API to get information about the programming languages
used if the application is hosted there. Third, in step (c), heuristic Hsc analyzes
the applications’ commit history to verify the presence of Kotlin source code. (d)
Finally, we classify (label) as Java, Kotlin or Pure Kotlin.

with Kotlin, and 3) written totally with Kotlin, we call these applications as ‘pure
Kotlin’. Note that we only focused on applications’ source code and bytecode, discarding third-party libraries, which neither their source code nor bytecode (jars)
are included in the applications’ code repositories.
For each application from FAMAZOA, which has a link to the code repository
and a set of apks, we applied three heuristics to classify an application and its
apk. Figure 2 shows this classification process.
We first applied an heuristics Hapk , Figure 2(a), that consists of looking for
a folder called kotlin inside the apk file. Having such folder indicates the presence of Kotlin code inside the application. To automatize this task, a tool named
apkanalyzer included in the Android SDK. Using this heuristic, we first classified
each version (apk) of an application. Then, if at least one apk of an application is
classified as Kotlin, the heuristic classified the application as ‘Kotlin’. Otherwise,
it classifies as ‘Java’. The Hapk provides a cheap and fast approach to get an initial
guess about the presence of Kotlin code.
At the same time, we applied our second heuristic Hgh , Figure 2(b), which
relies on the GitHub API: for each application hosted on GitHub, we queried the
GitHub API to retrieve the amount of code (expressed in bytes) from the most
recent version (i.e., the HEAD) grouped by programming language. We classified
the app as ‘Kotlin’ if Kotlin language is present in the response of the API. The
input of this heuristic is a URL to a GitHub repository.
Finally, once we retrieved a set of candidate Kotlin applications using Hapk
and Hgh , i.e., Hapk ∪ Hgh , we applied the heuristic Hsc over them, Figure 2(c), to
assert the presence of Kotlin code and to measure how much Kotlin an application
has. The heuristic Hsc inspected every commit of the source code repository of an
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application. An application was classified as ‘Kotlin’ if the heuristic found at least
one commit that has Kotlin code, and as ‘Pure Kotlin’ if all commits contained
only Kotlin code. To carry out this task, the heuristic used the tool CLOC25 which
returns a list with the languages used in an application and the amount of code
regarding no-blank lines. Hsc is time-consuming because it requires to analyze the
source code of each commit of an application. Therefore, to execute Hsc for every
application from our dataset is prohibitive.
Note that, differently of Hsc , heuristic Hgh only focuses on the most recent
version hosted on GitHub (the API only retrieves that information). Consequently,
it cannot detect applications that: a) do not contain Kotlin code in the most recent
version (last commit), but b) contain Kotlin code in older versions.

4.3 Analyzing the proportion of Kotlin code
For responding the RQ 2 (What is the proportion of Kotlin code in mobile applications? ), we first retrieved the code of the last version of each application classified
as ‘Kotlin’ or ‘Pure Kotlin’ using the heuristics presented in Section 4.2. For each
application under analysis, we retrieved the corresponding code repository. By
construction, our dataset (build from F-Droid and AndroidTimeMachine dataset)
only include open-source applications which code repositories are publicly available
(Section 4.1).
Once we retrieved all the repositories, for each repository (associated to one
application), we executed the CLOC over the most recent version (i.e., the last
commit), then we calculated the proportion of Kotlin code (excluding blanks and
comments) concerning the total code. Note that we discarded analyzing files that
did not contain Java or Kotlin code, such as XML, CSS, JavaScript, and others.

4.4 Analyzing the code evolution of Android applications
For responding the RQ 3 (How does code evolve along the history of an Android application after introducing Kotlin code? ), we inspected the source code repositories to
analyze the evolution trends of Kotlin code along the histories of the applications.
The applications that we considered in this experiment are those applications
classified as Kotlin or pure Kotlin (Section 4.2).
For each application, we visited each commit from its code repository in chronological order (i.e., starting from the oldest one) for calculating the amount of code
(also using CLOC) of the version related to each commit.
In this experiment, we focused on analyzing the evolution trend of two particular languages: Java (i.e., the traditional used for developing Android applications)
and Kotlin.
We defined 12 cases that represent different evolution trends of Kotlin and
Java code. They are:
ET 1: Kotlin is the initial language and the amount of Kotlin grows along the

history.
ET 2: Kotlin code replaces all Java code between two consecutive versions.
25

http://cloc.sourceforge.net/
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ET 3: Kotlin code replaces some Java in consecutive versions (i.e., amount of Java

code drops), but after the drop, the amount of Java continues growing.
ET 4: Kotlin increases together with Java.
ET 5: Kotlin grows and Java decreases and last version of the app has both
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

languages.
Kotlin grows and Java decreases until the amount of Java code is 0.
Kotlin grows and Java remains constant.
Kotlin is constant and Java changes.
Kotlin and Java remain constant.
Kotlin introduced in the app but lately disappears (the amount is 0).
Java replaces Kotlin code.
Other.

Note that it could exist more evolution trends that we have not included in
the previous list. We included only those we have observed during our experiment
and are particularly interesting for this paper.
To classify each Kotlin application according to evolution trend, we first plotted the amount of code (lines of code) of Kotlin and Java for each commit. Figure
5 shows some of such plots. Then, we manually selected the evolution trend that
is most representative (i.e., that better fits) to the code evolution of that application. We classified an application with a given evolution trend only when both
authors of the paper fully agree on the classification. Otherwise, we classified the
applications without consensus as Other. Moreover, we make publicly available in
our appendix all the plots and the resulting classifications for further analysis of
our experiments.26

4.5 Analyzing the difference between Kotlin and Java applications and the
quality of Android application
For responding the RQ 4 (Regarding the studied code smells, is there a difference
between Kotlin and Java Android apps in terms of code smells presence? ), we run a
code smells detection tool over Android applications from the dataset presented in
Section 4.2. In this paper we focused on two kinds of smells: object-oriented and
Android-related code smells.
4.5.1 Selection code smells detecting tool

To detect code smells from Android applications we selected the tool named Paprika (Hecht et al., 2015a,b).27 The reasons of selecting Paprika were: a) it can
detect object-oriented and Android specific code smells; b) it was designed for
detecting code smells on Android applications without requiring code source: the
input of Paprika is the apk of one Android application; c) as it works at JVM
bytecode level (i.e., an apk contains bytecode), it can analyze Android application written on Java and/or Kotlin; d) it is open-source and hosted on GitHub;
e) previous work had extensively used Paprika for analyzing mobiles applications
(Hecht et al., 2015a,b, 2016; Habchi et al., 2017; Carette et al., 2017; Grano et al.,
26
27

https://github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid/tree/master/docs/evolution/
https://github.com/GeoffreyHecht/paprika
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Table 2: Paprika supported code-smells. The column ‘Considered’ shows the 10
code smells studied in our work (X) and the 7 not studied (X ).
Type

Code smell name

Blob Class (BLOB)
ObjectSwiss Army Knife (SAK)
Oriented Complex Class (CC)
Long Method (LM)
Hashmap Usage (HMU)
Unsupported Hardware Acceleration (UHA)
Leaking Inner Class (LIC)
Member Ignoring Method (MIM)
Internal Getter/Setter (IGS)
Android- No Low Memory Resolver (NLMR)
Specific
Heavy ASynctask (HAS)
Heavy Service Start (HSS)
Heavy Broadcast Receiver (HBR)
Init OnDraw (IOD)
Invalidate Without Rect (IWR)
UI Overdraw (UIO)
Bitmap Format Usage (BFU)

Entity

Considered

Classes
Interface
Classes
Method
Class
Class
Inner classes
Methods
Methods
Activities
Async Tasks
Services
Broadcast Receivers
View
View
View
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2017); f ) the tool implementation was deeply validated, including an experiment
done together with Android developers (Hecht, 2016).
Table 2 shows the code smells that Paprika is able to identify: 4 are objectoriented, and 13 are Android code smells. It also presents the entities that are
related to each code smell. Some entities are related to object-oriented smells
(Classes, Methods), others to Android smells (Activities, Async Task).28
The input of Paprika is an apk (i.e., a version of an Android application) and
returns a list with all instances of the smells found in that apk. Moreover, for
each instance of some smells (incl. BLOB, CC, and HSS), Paprika outputs a fuzzy
value (between 0 and 1) calculated using fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1974). A fuzzy value
represents the degree of truth of the detected instance (Habchi et al., 2017; Hecht,
2016).
To detect occurrences of code smells, Paprika uses metrics associated with
entities. For example, the code smell Long Method (LM) is an object-oriented smell,
and it is related to methods : an instance of LM is a method which the number of
instructions is higher to a given threshold.
As output, Paprika produces a) a list of smells found, and b) the metrics associated with the entities used for detecting smells, for example, the number of
methods, activities, services. Those metrics are later used to calculate the software
quality score (Section 4.6).
4.5.2 Code Smells considered in our study

We now describe the code smells that we study in this paper. Table 2 shows them
with a Xin column “Considered”.
Firstly, we considered the four object-oriented smells (BLOB, SAK, and CC,
related to classes, LM related to methods) because they can also exist on Kotlin
28 Version of Paprika used: commit 5ebd34 https://github.com/GeoffreyHecht/paprika/
commit/5ebd349ed3067914386e8c6a05e87ff161f9edd1
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applications. Let us briefly describe each of them. A Blob class (BLOB), also
know as God class, is a class with a large number of attributes and/or methods (Brown et al., 1998). A Swiss army knife (SAK) is an interface with a large
number of methods (Hecht, 2016). A complex class (CC) is a class containing
complex methods. These classes are hard to understand and maintain and need to
be refactored (Fowler et al., 1999). On Paprika, the class complexity is calculated
by summing the internal methods complexities and the complexity of a method is
calculated using McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe, 1976; Hecht et al.,
2015a). Long methods (LM) have much more lines than other methods, becoming
complex, hard to understand and maintain.
Secondly, we considered 6 Android platform related code smells that Paprika
can detect, and we discarded 7. Those Android smells we considered are: 1) NLMR
(related with activities), 2) HAS (async taks), 3) HSS (async taks), 4) HBR (broadcast receivers), 5) UIO (views), and 6) IOD (views)
Let us briefly describe each of them. No Low Memory Resolver (NLMR) (Hecht
et al., 2015b) occurs when activities do not have the method onLowMemory()
overrided and if this method is not implemented by an activity, the Android system
could kill a process related with this activity to free memory, and consequently, it
could cause an abnormal termination of programs (Reimann et al., 2014a).
Heavy ASynctask (HAS) (Hecht, 2016), Heavy Service Start (HSS) (Hecht, 2016)
and Heavy BroadcastReceiver (HBR) (Hecht et al., 2015a) are similar: they occur when heavy operations are executed at the main thread in different Android
components, Async Task, Service and BroadcastReceiver, respectively (Mariotti,
2013c,b,a).
UI Overdraw (UIO) (Hecht et al., 2015a) and Init OnDraw (IOD) (Hecht, 2016)
are related to custom views. The smell UIO produces overdraw views because
of missing methods invocations, such as clipRect and quickReject (McAnlis, 2015),
which could avoid the overdraw. IOD happens when new objects are created inside
onDraw method that could be executed many times by second, resulting in many
allocations of new objects (Ni-Lewis, 2015a).
4.5.3 Code Smells ignored in our study

We ignored 7 Android-related code smells that Paprika can identify. Table 2 shows
them with a “X ” in column “Considered”. These smells are MIM, LIC, IGS, BUF,
HMU, UHA and IWR. In the remainder of this section, we describe them and
explain why we decided to exclude them.
Member Ignoring Method (MIM) (Reimann et al., 2014a) occurs when a method
does not access any class’s attribute. In Android, it is recommended to use a
static method instead, because static method invocations are about 15%-20%
faster than a dynamic invocation (AndroidDoc, 2018b). The smell Leaking Inner Class (LIC) (Hecht et al., 2015b) occur when an application uses a non-static
and anonymous inner class, since in Java this type of inner class holds a reference
to the outer class, and consequently it could provoke a memory leak in Android
systems (Reimann et al., 2014a; Lockwood, 2013). We decided to discard MIM
and LIC because Kotlin does not have static methods (KotlinDoc, 2018).
Internal Getter/Setter (IGS) (Reimann et al., 2014a) impacts on performance
and energy consumption of applications (Hecht et al., 2016; Morales et al., 2016,
2017; Kessentini and Ouni, 2017; Grano et al., 2017; Palomba et al., 2017; Carette
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et al., 2017). However, this code smell only impacts when an application runs on
Android platforms 2.3 or less (Cruz and Abreu, 2018). We discarded the smell
because the number of active Android devices that run those platform versions is
smaller than 0.5%.29
Bitmap Format Usage (BFU) is related with image format (Carette et al., 2017).
We discard it because it is related to neither Kotlin nor Java code, i.e., the smell
is independent of the programming language used.
HashMap Usage (HMU) (Carette et al., 2017) occurs when developers use small
HashMap instances instead of using ArrayMap or SimpleArrayMap, both provided by the Android framework (Haase, 2015; AndroidDoc, 2018a). However,
the results found by Saborido et al. (2018) show that ArrayMap is generally
slower and less efficient regarding energy consumption than HashMap. Moreover, they showed that when the keys used are primitive types, developers should
adopt SparseArray variants, because they are more efficient concerning CPU
time, memory and energy consumption. We discarded this smell because of: a) the
mentioned finding from Saborido et al. (2018), and b) the Paprika’s mechanism
used to identify HMU occurrence does not take into account the key’s type.
Finally, we discarded 2 smells related to custom views. Unsupported Hardware
Acceleration (UHA) (Hecht, 2016) occurs when developers call a method that is
not hardware accelerated, so it runs on the CPU instead of GPU, impacting on
performance and energy consumption (Ni-Lewis, 2015b). We discard it because
the occurrences of this smell depend neither on the developer nor programming
languages. The smell Invalidate Without Rect (IWR) (Hecht, 2016) appears when
the onDraw method is not implemented properly, resulting in overdraw views (NiLewis, 2015b). When developers do not specify the rectangle area that should be
updated, the whole view is redraw, even some area that is not visible, resulting
in performance problems. Ni-Lewis (2015b) indicated that developers should call
the method invalidate(Rect dirty), specifying the area to be drawn, to avoid this
smell. However, this method was deprecated in API 28 and since API 21 its calls
is ignored. Consequently, we discarded this smell.
4.5.4 Analyzing the difference between Kotlin and Java applications in terms of
presence of 4 object-oriented and 6 Android code smells

First, we analyzed all applications from FAMAZOA to identify the object-oriented
and Android smells listed in Section 4.5.2. We run Paprika for all version of each
application (i.e., apks). Then, we computed the percentage of Java and pure Kotlin
applications affected by each code smell. An application a is affected by a code
smells s if a has at least one instance of s. This approach splits applications into
two groups: a) affected by s, and not affected by s.
We also calculated a metric that computes the ratio between the number of
instances of one code smell and the number of concerned entities related to this
smell. The goal of this metric is to quantify the importance of the difference in proportions of the smells, as done by Habchi et al. (2017). Thus, for each application
a, the ratio of a smell s (Habchi et al., 2017) is defined as:
ratios (a) =
29

f uzzy values (a)
number of entitiess (a)

https://developer.android.com/about/dashboards/ Last visit: 06/11/2018

(1)
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where f uzzy valuess (a) is the sum of the fuzzy values (which vary from 0 to 1)
of the detected instances of the smell s in the app a, and number of entitiess (a)
is the number of the entities concerned by the smell s in the app a. Section 4.5.1
describes relationship between the smells and the entities concerned by them.
We computed the Cliff’s δ (Romano et al., 2006) as well, which indicates the
magnitude of the effect size (Cliff, 2014) of the treatment on the dependent variable. In our study, we used the Cliff’s δ to determine for each smell s which group
of applications, pure Kotlin or Java applications, have more entities affected by s,
and whether the effect size found presents a significance difference.
The Cliff’s Delta estimator can be obtained with Equation 2.
δ=

#(x1 > x2 ) − #(x1 < x2 )
n1 ∗ n2

(2)

In this expression, x1 and x2 are scores within group 1 (Kotlin applications) and
group 2 (Java applications), and n1 and n2 are the sizes of the sample groups. The
cardinality symbol # indicates counting. This statistic estimates the probability
that a value selected from one of the groups, in our case a ratios , is greater than a
value selected from the other group, minus the reverse probability (Macbeth et al.,
2011).
According to Romano et al. (2006), the effect size is small for 0.147 ≤ d < 0.33,
medium for 0.33 ≤ d < 0.474, and large for d ≥ 0.474. We opted for the Cliff’s
δ test since it is suitable for non-normal distributions. Moreover, Cliff’s δ is also
recommended for comparing samples of different sizes (Macbeth et al., 2011).

4.6 Calculating quality scores of Android applications
For responding to the last RQ 5 (How frequent does the introduction of Kotlin positively impact on the quality of the versions of an Android application? ), we used the
technique presented by Hecht et al. (2015a) for scoring each version (apk) from a
mobile application. The score serves as an estimation of the mobile app quality in a
particular version (apk) and is based on the consistency between the application’s
size and the number of detected code smells.
4.6.1 Defining a quality model

To compute the software quality score based on one type of code smell s, the
technique from Hecht et al. (2015b) first builds an estimation model using linear
regression, which represents the relationship between the number of code smells
of type s and one metric which represents the size of the application in terms of
the numbers of entities associated with s. For example, for the smell BLOB, the
metric of size that we consider is the total number of classes, and for the smell
LM the metric is the number of methods. Table 2 presents the relation between
the types of smells and entities. We built a quality model for each code smell that
we consider in this study (Section 4.5.2).
To obtain the quality score for one application (apk), the technique takes as
input the number of code smells and a value of the size of that app, and produces
as output a score. A higher positive score implies better quality. As described by
Hecht et al. (2015a), the software quality score of an application at a particular
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version is computed as the additive inverse of the residual. Consequently, a larger
positive residual value suggests worst software quality because it means the apk has
more smells with respect to its size than the norm (i.e., linear regression), whereas
a larger negative residual value implies better quality because of the lower number
of smells.
4.6.2 Training a quality model

We created a quality score model, i.e., a linear regression, for each code smell that
we considered in Section 4.5.2. We trained the linear model using a dataset defined
by Hecht et al. (2015a) which contains 3,568 Android versions (apk) extracted from
the Google Play store between June 2013 and June 2014. We selected this dataset
for training the model for two main reasons: 1) it was previously used in a similar
experiment for training quality models Hecht et al. (2015a); Hecht (2016); and
2) its applications do not include Kotlin code. The trained model created from
this dataset represents the quality of applications build previously to Kotlin was
released. Thus, we used it as baseline to measure if Kotlin applications have more
(or less) quality than applications written before Kotlin was released.
To create a quality model, we first run Paprika over the dataset previously
mentioned. The output of Paprika is the training set. Each element of the training
dataset (a row) corresponds to a single apk a and has the following information:
a) the number of instances of a smell s in application a, and b) the value associated
to the entity of smell s in a. For example, for smell Long Method (LM), we compute
the linear regression between: 1) the number of instances of smell LM,30 and 2) the
total number of methods.
4.6.3 Using the a quality model for measuring quality of Kotlin applications

Once trained, we computed the quality scores (one per code smell) for each apk
from our dataset of applications classified as ‘Kotlin’ (Section 4.2). Those apks
conform to our test dataset. Note that the training dataset does not include any
apk from the test dataset. Thus, we discarded the possibility of having overfitting
in our models.
4.6.4 Measuring the impact on the quality of introducing Kotlin

We measured the impact on the quality of introducing Kotlin code in one application as follows. The applications that we studied were those that initially have 1
or more apks classified as Java and then it has 1 or more apks classified as Kotlin,
using the heuristic presented in Section 4.2. For each of those applications and for
each and for each code smell s, we first compared the quality scores of s between
the apk that introduces Kotlin code and the previous apk (i.e., which has Java
code and no Kotlin). Then, we compared the quality score between the last Java
apk (i.e., the version just before the introduction of Kotlin code) and the most
recent Kotlin version available. These two comparisons have different goals: the
first one aims at measuring the impact just after the introduction of Kotlin in an
app; the second one aims at studying the impact after the application (that now
includes Kotlin code) has evolved.
30

Hecht (2016) considers that a method is “long” (LM) if it has more than 17 instructions.
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Table 3: Classification of FAMAZOA’s applications according to the programming
language.
Information

Total

Kotlin

Java

Unique apps
Versions

2,167
19,838

244
1590

1923
18248

Kotlin

Kotlin
11.26% [244]

88.74% [1923]
Java
(a) Unique applications

8.01% [1590]

91.99% [18248]
Java
(b) All versions (apk)

Fig. 3: Distributions between Kotlin and Java applications and versions.

4.6.5 Detecting changes in the quality evolution trends after introducing Kotlin

A quality evolution trend describes how the quality scores from the versions of
an application a change along its evolution. In this paper we studied whether the
introduction of Kotlin code into an app a produces a positive change in the quality
evolution trend. We analyzed 5 major quality evolution trends defined by Hecht
et al. (2015a): A) Constant decline, B) Constant rise, C) Stability, D) Sudden
decline, and E) Sudden rise.
For each application a, we classified manually the quality evolution trend before
and after the introduction of Kotlin on a. Then, we considered that the introduction of Kotlin produces a positive change if: 1) the trend before the introduction
is ‘Decline’ or ‘Stability’ (trends A, C or D); and 2) the trend after the introduction is exclusively ‘Rise’ (trends B or E). Note that we discarded analyzing those
applications whose trends (before or after) do not fit on any of the defined trends.

5 Results

5.1 RQ1 : What is the degree of adoption of Kotlin in mobile development in our
dataset of open-source applications?
Table 3 summarizes the classification of applications done using the methodology presented in Section 4.2. FAMAZOA has 2,167 applications and using our
heuristics we classified 244 (11.26%) as ‘Kotlin’ applications. Consequently, the
remaining applications, 1,923 (88.74%), were classified as ‘Java’. Figure 3(a) shows
these percentages. Considering the number of versions (apk), we found 1,590 apks
(8.01%) with Kotlin code and 18,248 (91.98%) without Kotlin code.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of applications according the percentage of Kotlin code. 59.43%
of Kotlin applications have more than 80% of source code written in Kotlin.

Now, let us to explain how we arrived to detect 244 Kotlin applications from
FAMAZOA. First, the heuristic Hapk (apk analyzer, Section 4.2) classified 265
applications as ‘Kotlin’. Those applications have, at least, one apk classified as
‘Kotlin’. For 76 of them, all apks are classified as ‘Kotlin’.
Then, Hgh (GitHub API, Section 4.2) classified 234 applications as ‘Kotlin’.
193 of them, were also classified as ‘Kotlin’ by Hapk . Up to here, both heuristics
have classified 297 unique applications as ‘Kotlin’.
Finally, we applied Hsc (Source Code analysis Section 4.2) on the repositories
of those 297 applications, finding 244 that contain Kotlin code. The list of Kotlin
applications can be found in our appendix.31
Response to RQ 1: What is the degree of adoption of Kotlin in mobile development in our dataset of open-source applications?

We found that 244 out of 2,167 applications from our dataset have, at least,
one version released between the years 2017 and 2018 written (totally or
partially) using the Kotlin language.

5.2 RQ2 . What is the proportion of Kotlin code in mobile applications?
For computing the percentage of Kotlin code, we executed the methodology presented in Section 4.3 over the 244 applications that contain at least one commit
with Kotlin code.
31 Applications
classified as Kotlin:
master/docs/final_kotlin_dataset.md

https://github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid/blob/
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Table 4: Classification of Android applications according to the evolution trend of
Kotlin and Java source code.
Source Code Evolution Trend
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Kotlin is the initial language and the amount of Kotlin grows
Kotlin code replaces all Java code
Kotlin code replaces some Java then Java continues growing
Kotlin increase together with Java
Kotlin grows and Java decreases (but never is zero)
Kotlin grows and Java decreases until the Java code is 0
Kotlin grows and Java remains constant
Kotlin is constant and Java changes
Kotlin and Java remain constant
Kotlin introduced but lately disappears
Java replaces Kotlin code
Other

Total applications

# Apps

%

19
15
4
8
52
48
41
43
7
3
2
2

7.8
6.1
1.6
3.3
21.3
19.7
16.8
17.6
2.9
1.2
0.8
0.8

244

100%

Figure 4 shows the distribution of Kotlin applications according to the percentage of Kotlin code. We found that 82 out of 244 (33.61%) applications have only
Kotlin code. The rest of the Kotlin applications (66.39%) are also written in Java.
Furthermore, we found that 145 out of 244 (59.43%) applications have at least
80% of Kotlin code and, on the contrary, 45 out of 2167 (18.44%) applications,
have less than 10% of Kotlin code.
Response to RQ 2: What is the proportion of Kotlin code in mobile applications?

Considering the last version of each application, the majority of Kotlin
applications (59.43%) have at least 80% of lines of code written in Kotlin.

5.3 RQ3 . How does code evolve along the history of an Android application after
introducing Kotlin code?
We classified each Kotlin application according to the code evolution trends presented in Section 4.4. Table 4 shows the results and Figure 5 displays, for each code
evolution trend, the code evolution of one particular application as an example.
The most frequent code evolution trend we found is ET 5, with 52 out of
244 (21.3%) Kotlin applications. This evolution trend represents the cases that,
after the first version (i.e., commit) that introduces Kotlin code, the amount of
Kotlin code tends to grow, whereas the amount of Java code decreases. Sub-figure
5(e) shows the code evolution of app Jalkametri-Android, which corresponds to
that evolution trend. Still, the last version of Jalkametri-Android has more lines
of code (LOC) of Java than Kotlin. Another application classified as ET 5 is
Poet-Assistant (sub-figure 5(f)). However, unlike Jalkametri-Android, the amount
of Kotlin code in the last version is larger than the amount of Java code. In
the mentioned applications, the lines that represent the evolution of Kotlin code
seem to be symmetric w.r.t those of Java. We suppose that in those cases some
components of the application written in Java code were gradually migrated to
Kotlin code.
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Fig. 5: Evolution trends of Kotlin and Java code. The figure presents one graphic
per evolution trend described in Section 4.4 Each graphic presents the evolution
of Kotlin and Java code along the history (i.e., commits) of one single
application. The x-axis corresponds to the commits and the y-axis corresponds
to the amount of code (i.e., lines).
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A similar trend to ET 5 is ET 6: 48 Android applications (19.7%) exhibited that
trend. Unlike ET 5, the amount of Java code in trend ET 6 gradually decreases
until arriving at zero LOC. Since that moment, those applications do not contain
Java code anymore. The sub-figure 5(g) shows one application, Simple-Calendar,
whose first versions were written in Java. Then, the versions from commit 09ef99
to 206dfe, introduced Kotlin code and removed Java code. Finally, from commit
eee184 the application is only composed by Kotlin code.
There are two trends ET 7 and 8 (with 41 and 43 applications, resp.) of which
amount of code of a given language is almost constant since Kotlin is introduced.
For example, the sub-figure 5(i) shows the code evolution of Talk-Android, classified
as ET 8. One commit (7f12) introduced a portion of Kotlin code (105 lines). Since
then: a) the amount of Kotlin code remains constant along the evolution (the last
commit 724 has 106 LOC), b) the amount of Java code constantly grows. The
sub-figure 5(h) shows an inverted case (app Bimba ): the amount of Java code is
constant while the amount of Kotlin code grows. There are also 7 applications
whose amount of code written in both languages remain constant, such the app
Wyk-Android showed in sub-figure 5(j). These applications represent the trend ET
9.
The fifth most frequent evolution trend is ET 1, with 19 applications: those
applications were initially written in Kotlin and did not include Java code in any
version. Application Vpnhotspot is one of them (sub-figure 5(a)). The evolution
trend ET 2, with 15 applications over 244 (6.1%), represents applications such
Simple-Flashing, sub-figure 5(b), whose are initially written in Java and then, in one
commit (18b5c9), migrate the complete code base from Java to Kotlin. However,
unlike with ET 5 and 6, in ET 2 no version shares Java and Kotlin code. On
the other hand, we classified 2 applications with trend ET 11, i.e., applications
whose evolution presents the opposite behavior when compared with ET 2, such
application Material-Flashlight, sub-figure 5(l). These applications migrated from
Kotlin to Java code.
Moreover, there were 8 Android applications (3.3%) that correspond to trend
ET 4: the amount of both Java and Kotlin grows. The sub-figure 5(d) shows the
amount of code of the app Android USB MSD : there, the introduction of code
written in one language did not produce a decrease in the amount of code written
in the other language.
Another evolution trend is ET 3: when Kotlin code is introduced, the amount
of Java code decreases (in similar proportions) but then the amount of Java starts
growing again. Sub-figure 5(c) shows the code evolution of app Home-Assistant, one
of the 4 applications (1.6%) classified as ET 3. Here, we suspect that developers
migrated only a portion of code.
Furthermore, there were 3 applications represented by ET 10: Kotlin code is
introduced at some time but, at some version later, that code is removed. The
sub-figure 5(k) shows the code evolution of Freeotpplus application. There we can
see that Kotlin is introduced in the commit 2dbc32, but later, after two commits,
it is completely removed.
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Table 5: Percentage of Android applications affected by code smell. An app a is
affected by a code smell s if a has at least one instance of s.
Object-oriented smells
Lang

% Affected applications by smells
Android smells

Long

Complex

BLOB

Swiss

No Low

UI

Heavy

Heavy

Heavy

Init

Method

Class

class

Army

Memory

Overdraw

Broadcast

Service

ASynctask

OnDraw

Knife

Resolver

Receiver

Start

(LM)

(CC)

(BLOB)

(SAK)

(NLMR)

(UIO)

(HBR)

(HSS)

(HAS)

(IOD)

Pure Kotlin
Java

99.80
99.62

98.50
96.89

95.12
93.53

65.67
66.51

99.30
98.84

54.02
45.33

35.72
39.98

17.31
19.92

09.55
22.61

09.55
06.50

K-J

0.18

1.61

1.59

−0.84

0.46

8.69

−4.26

−2.61

−13.06

3.05

Finally, we assigned the trend ET 12 (Other) to 2 applications that we could
not assign any of our previously defined evolution trends. In our appendix, we
presented the classification of the evolution trend discussed in this section.32
Response to RQ 3: How does code evolve along the history of an Android
application after introducing Kotlin code?
For the 63.9% of the Kotlin applications, the amount of Kotlin code in-

creases along the Android application evolution and, at the same time, the
amount of Java code decreases or remains constant (cases ET 2, 5, 6 and
7). For the 25.8% of applications, the Kotlin code replaces the totality of
the Java code written on those applications (cases ET 2 and 6).

5.4 RQ4 : Regarding the studied code smells, is there a difference between Kotlin and
Java Android apps in terms of code smells presence?

We applied the methodology presented in Section 4.5. We executed Paprika on
all apks from FAMAZOA. Paprika successfully analyzed 17,725 apks from 2,040
applications (94%) and threw an error over all apks from 127 applications.33
To respond to this research question, we compared the results found for Java
applications and pure Kotlin applications. First, we focused on computing the
number of affected applications. Next, we focused on the number of affected entities.
5.4.1 Number of Affected Applications

Table 5 shows, for each programming language and code smell, the percentages of
Android applications affected by such code smell, i.e., having one or more smell
instance.
We found that 3 out of 4 (75%) object-oriented smells affect more than 93% of
applications considering both languages, Kotlin and Java. LM is the most common
smell, affecting approximately 99% of the applications of both languages. SAK is
32 Classification of the evolution trends. https://github.com/UPHF/kotlinandroid/tree/
master/docs/evolution
33 In our appendix we list the reason of those Parpika failures https://github.com/UPHF/
kotlinandroid/blob/master/README.md#analyzing-apps-with-priprika
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the least frequent smell, but it still affects the majority of applications, around 65%
of Kotlin applications and 66% of Java applications. Therefore, our results agree
with previous work (Hecht et al., 2015a; Habchi et al., 2017) showing that LM,
CC, BLOB and SAK respectively, are the most common OO smells in Android
applications.
Table 5 also shows differences between the percentages of applications written
in Java and Kotlin (row K - J): for all OO smells (LM, CC, BLOB, and SAK), the
differences are small: 0.18%, 1.61%, 1.59% and -0.84%, respectively. Our conclusion
is twofold. First, 3 out of 4 (75%) of object-oriented code smells are more present
in Kotlin applications. However, they affect a similar proportion of both Kotlin
and Java application.
Regarding Android smells, we observed that NLMR is the most frequent smell,
affecting the 99% of Kotlin and 98% Java applications. Furthermore, the second
most present Android smell, UIO, it affects 54% and 45% of Kotlin and Java
applications, respectively. The third most present smell is HBR, that affects 35%
of Kotlin and 39% of Java applications. Other 3 smells (HSS, HAS, IOD) are
present in, at most, 22% of all applications. Note that there are 3 Android smells
that affect proportionally more Java applications. Moreover, the most significant
difference between the proportion of applications affected by Android smells is
13.06% from the HAS smell.
We observed a high number of applications affected by NLMR smell, because
it is related to Activities, the main component of Android applications, which
is present in almost every Android application. On the other hand, we found a
smaller number of applications affected by the remaining smells. Since HBR, HSS
and HAS are related with other Android components, BroadcastReceiver, Service
and AsyncTask, that are not essential for all Android applications and because
UIO and IOD, that are smells related with View component, affect only custom
views implementation. Nonetheless, as the Android SDK provides several views
implementations, most applications do not need custom views implementation.
Response to RQ 4: Regarding the studied code smells, is there a difference
between Kotlin and Java Android apps in terms of code smells presence?

In terms of affected applications: Considering all smells, 6 out of 10 (3 out
of 4 object-oriented smells and 3 out of 6 Android smells) affect proportionally more applications with Kotlin code. However, for all object-oriented
smells and 4 out of 6 Android smells, the difference between the percentage
of affected Kotlin and Java applications is small (between 0.18 and 4.26%).

5.4.2 Number of Affected Entities

Now, we study the proportion of entities affected by smells using the methodology presented in Section 4.5.4. Table 6 shows, for each smell and programming
language, the median (med) of the ratios of smells in the applications (Formula 1)
and the Cliff’s δ effect sizes.
First, we observed that the most frequent smells (LM, CC, and BLOB) have
a small median ratio. This means that, although they are present in most applications, only a few entities are affected by these smells.
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Table 6: Ratio comparison between Kotlin and Java. The column ‘Cliff’s δ ’ shows
the difference between the smell median ratio of pure Kotlin and Java applications:
negative values mean that a smell affects fewer entities in Kotlin than in Java.
Smell
LM
CC
BLOB
SAK
NLMR
UIO
HBR
HSS
HAS
IOD

Lang

Median
Ratio

Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java

0.0563
0.0736
0.0593
0.0781
0.0163
0.0278
0.0008
0.0040

Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java
Kotlin
Java

0.3750
1.0000
0.0769
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Cliff’s δ

Significance of
difference

-0.3873

Medium

-0.3168

Small

-0.4338

Medium

-0.2433

Small

-0.2915

Small

0.1156

Insignificant

-0.0699

Insignificant

-0.0240

Insignificant

-0.1306

Insignificant

0.0341

Insignificant

Moreover, the Cliff’s δ values show that the difference between the smell median
ratio of pure Kotlin and Java applications are statistically significant for all objectoriented smells: ‘small’ difference for CC and SAK, and ‘medium’ for LM and
BLOB. We conclude that although 3 out of 4 object-oriented smells affect more
Kotlin applications, our results show that for 100% of object-oriented smells, Java
applications have in median more entities affected by them with statistical relevance.

Concerning Android smells, we observed that the median ratios for 4 out of
6 smells (HBR, HSS, HAS and IOD) are zero for Java and Kotlin applications,
which is consistent with the Table 5, since less than 50% of applications for both
languages are affected by these smells. Furthermore, Cliff’s δ showed no significant
difference for 5 out of 6 Android smells, including those previously mentioned. We
conclude that very few entities are affected by these smells, even for HBR that
affect more than 35% of Android applications (see Table 5). Concerning the smell
NLMR, we observed, with statistical significance, that Java applications have more
entities affected with a ‘small’ significant difference. This result agrees with those
from Habchi et al. (2017) and shows that NLMR affects all activities of most Java
applications.
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Table 7: Changes on quality scores after introducing Kotlin. The table shows the
number of applications that have improved a quality score associated with a smell.
The column ‘First Kotlin’ shows the comparison between the quality score of the
last version without Kotlin and the first version with Kotlin. The column ‘Last
Kotlin’ compares the quality score of the last version without Kotlin and the last
version with Kotlin. The column ‘Positive Change on Evolution Trend’ counts the
number of apps where the introduction of Kotlin produces a change in the quality
evolution trend from ‘Decline’ or ‘Stability’ to ‘Rise’.
Code Smell

# Apps Kotlin Improves Quality Score
First Kotlin
Last Kotlin

Positive Change
on Evolution Trend

LM
CC
BLOB
SAK

28(50%)
35(62.5%)
43(76.79%)
44(78.57%)

28(50%)
36(64.29%)
42(75%)
45(80.36%)

10/28(35.71%)
13/36(36.11%)
18/42(42.86%)
17/45(37.78%)

HBR
HAS
HSS
IOD
NLMR
UIO

45(80.36%)
37(66.07%)
45(80.36%)
36(64.29%)
33(58.93%)
36(64.29%)

40(71.43%)
30(53.57%)
42(75%)
36(64.29%)
31(55.36%)
36(64.29%)

7/40(17.5%)
2/30(6.67%)
6/42(14.29%)
5/36(13.89%)
6/31(19.35%)
8/36(22.22%)

Response to RQ 4 (cont.): Regarding the studied code smells, is there a
difference between Kotlin and Java Android apps in terms of code smells presence?

In terms of affected entities: Although 3 out of 4 (LM, CC, and BLOB)
object-oriented smells affect more Kotlin applications, our results show that
for all object-oriented smells (LM, CC, BLOB and SAK) Java applications
have in median more entities affected by them with statistically relevance.
Moreover, considering Android smells, Java applications have in median
more entities affected by NLMR, the unique smell that presents statistical
relevance.

5.5 RQ5 : How frequent does the introduction of Kotlin positively impact on the
quality of the versions of an Android application?
The score quality is calculated using the output of Paprika, which takes as input
apks. In our experiment, we found in total 57 applications, that initially had only
Java code and later introduced Kotlin. Considering these applications, Table 7
shows, for each type of smell, the number of Kotlin applications whose quality
score increases after the introduction of Kotlin code. The increase of one quality
score associated with one type of smell implies fewer instances of that smell and,
consequently, a better quality of the application.
The results show that for the 10 smells, for at least the 50% of the applications
that introduced Kotlin code, their quality scores increased between the last Java
version and the first version that introduced Kotlin (see Table 4 column ‘First
Kotlin’). That means, for such applications the introduction of Kotlin code impacted the quality scores positively. Note that 50% of values is the lower bound
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Fig. 6: Evolution of quality scores based on CC smell along the version history.

value because smell LM improves precisely the 50% of applications. However, all
the other smells improve more than 50%. For instance, Table 7 shows that, for 8
out of 10 smells, the percentage of applications with quality improvement is larger
than the 62% and for 4 smells is larger than 76%. That means that for only one
smell (LM) the 50% of apps do not improve the quality. For the other smells, the
number of apps with improvement is larger than the number of apps that do not
enhance. Furthermore, for all smells, at least the 50% applications had an improvement of the quality score between the last Java version and the most recent
(i.e., the last) Kotlin version (see Table 4 column ‘Last Kotlin’).
For instance, let us focus on smell CC (complex-class) at the second row of
Table 7. As column “First Kotlin” shows, for 35 out of 56 (62.5%) applications,
the version vk that introduces Kotlin code has larger (i.e., better) quality score
associated to smell CC than the last version without Kotlin vk−1 (i.e., the previous
version of vk ). Figure 6(a) shows the quality score associated to the smell CC of
each version of “Mozilla Klar” app. The last version that does not contain Kotlin
code corresponds to X=5 in that figure. We observed that the first version that
has Kotlin code (X=6) increases the quality score, as well as all the subsequent
versions (X=[6..12]) do.
Furthermore, as the column “Last Kotlin” shows, for 36 applications (64.29%),
the most recent version with Kotlin code has larger (i.e., better) quality score
associated to smell CC than the version before the introduction of Kotlin. Again,
“Mozilla Klar” is one of those applications: the last version (X=12) has a higher
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Fig. 7: Three cases of classification of quality trend evolution before and after the
introduction of Kotlin code.

score than the last Java version (X=5). Note that, for the CC smell, there is
1 application (36 - 35) whose quality scores: a) decrease in the version whose
introduces Kotlin, but b) increase in the most recent Kotlin version. The evolution
of the quality score of one of those applications, named “HTTP Shortcuts”, is
displayed in sub-figure 6(b).
We also observed in Table 7 that for 5 out of 10 smells, the number of applications with quality improvements after the first Kotlin version (column “First
Kotlin’) is larger than the number of applications with quality improvements over
the last Kotlin version (column “Last Kotlin’). This means that the quality scores
from some Kotlin applications decrease between the first and the last Kotlin versions. For instance, sub-figure 6(c) shows the evolution of quality score of “Hanks
Note” application: the first Kotlin version increases the score w.r.t the last Java
version. However, during the subsequent versions, the quality scores drop, even
lower than the score from the last Java version. Finally, sub-figure 6(d) shows the
evolution of the quality score of one application, named “Calendula”, whose quality score constantly decreases after the introduction of Kotlin code. This finding
shows that also the quality of Kotlin applications can be degraded along the app
evolution.
Response to RQ 5: How frequent does the introduction of Kotlin positively
impact on the quality of the versions of an Android application?
The introduction of Kotlin code in Android applications initially written
in Java produces a rise in the quality scores from, at least, the 50% of the
Android applications. More precisely, for 8 and 4 smells (out of 10), the
first commits with Kotlin code produce a rise in the quality in, at least,
the 62% and 76% of the studied applications, respectively.
Finally, the last column from Table 7 shows the number of applications where
the introduction of Kotlin has changed the quality evolution trend from ‘Decline’
or ‘Stability’ to ‘Rise’ (Section 4.6.5). We called those Positive changes on quality
evolution changes. For the object-oriented smells, the percentage of applications
that presented an improvement of quality between the last version of Java and the
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last of Kotlin varies between the 35.7% and 42.8%. For the Android smells, the
number of applications with positive change is lower: between 6.6% and 22.2%.
Figure 7 shows three cases. The first one, displayed in sub-figure 7(a), corresponds to a positive change in the quality evolution trend. Before the introduction
of Kotlin, the quality scores were constantly declining. The introduction of Kotlin
has positively changed the evolution trend: after that, the quality scores constantly
rise. The second case, sub-figure 7(b), shows that the introduction of Kotlin does
not change the trend: the quality score before and after the introduction is stable.
Note that, over the end of the evolution, the quality score suddenly rise. However,
we did not associate this rise with the introduction of Kotlin, which was done
much before. Finally, the third case, sub-figure 7(c), does not present a change
on the trend: the quality score was rising before the introduction of Kotlin and
continues rising after that.
In conclusion, the study about the changes of quality evolution trend showed
that some applications: a) stopped having a constant degradation of the quality
of the app written in Java, and b) presented an improvement of quality that even
rises after the introduction of Kotlin code.

6 Threats to Validity

6.1 Internal
Classification of Android applications. In section 4.2 we defined a procedure for clas-

sifying Android applications in ‘Kotlin’ and ‘Java’ based on three heuristics that
inspected both source code and apk. By applying those heuristics, we assure the
absence of false-positives in our dataset, i.e., applications classified as ‘Kotlin’ but
without Kotlin code along with their life-cycle. However, it could exist some false
negatives, i.e., applications that: 1) has versions with Kotlin but heuristic Hapk
does not classify them as Kotlin, and 2) the last version from the code repository
does not have Kotlin code any more (by definition, not detected by the heuristic
Hgh ). The heuristic Hsc could detect such applications in case that Hapk fails, but
it is expensive (time-consuming) to execute Hsc over the complete FAMAZOA
dataset considering our current infrastructure (remember that Hsc analyzes each
commit from the application’s source code).
Modelisation of software quality models. There is a risk that the training dataset

could not be representative. Thus, the quality model produces incorrect estimation.
We consider the same training dataset that previous work has used for creating
quality models and for detecting smells on Android applications (Hecht et al.,
2015a,b, 2016). Furthermore, the use of that dataset allows having a training
dataset and a validation dataset without any intersection, avoiding the generation
of an overfitted model.
The set of smells studied. To compare fairly the presence of code smells in Java and

Kotlin applications, we selected Paprika tool, which works at the level of bytecode.
However, there are other code smells that are not considered in our work, that could
impact in general quality of code. Nonetheless, according to Mannan et al. (2016),
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3 out 4 object-oriented code smells considered in this work are in the ranking of
the most studied code smells in Android applications.
Furthermore, Kotlin provides new features and different syntax that could
introduce new types of code smells. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
there are no studies in the literature that investigate the impact of adoption of
Kotlin, and consequently its features, at the source code quality.

6.2 External
Validity of Paprika. It could exist the risk that Paprika has a) false positives, i.e., it
detects smells instances that are not correct, and b) false negatives, i.e., it does not

detect smell instances. However, Paprika has been exhaustively evaluated though
different experiments (Hecht, 2016).
Representativeness of FAMAZOA. Our experiments focus on studying both source

and byte code of mobile applications. For that reason, we decided to study the
open-source application available on GitHub. To our knowledge combining FDroid, AndroidTimeMachine, and AndroZoo, makes our dataset the largest Android repository that has both binary and source code of each app. However, we
cannot generalize our findings over applications that are not open-source.
Missing versions (apks). There is a risk that F-droid and AndroZoo do not contain
all the released versions of an Android application. Consequently, this missing data
could affect our analysis of the application quality, which is based on the analysis
of all apks available of F-droid.
Comparison between Kotlin and Java code. To compare the amount of Kotlin and
Java code on each application, we used the tool CLOC. Consequently, our results
are dependent on the preciseness of that tool. A bug on the tool could affect the
analysis of the evolution of both languages during the applications’ lifecycle.
Developers’ background and team formation. In our work, we analyzed the source
code of different Android applications. However, we did not consider information
about developers, as experience with a particular language, neither information
about the team of developers. It is possible that more experienced developers
produce better code than beginners. Nevertheless, all applications that we analyzed
are published F-droid or Google Play, then it represents a current snapshot of
Android development.

7 Discussion

Since the announcement of Kotlin as official Android programming language during Google I/O 2017, which is an annual Google Event for developers and consumers, on May 17, 2017, mobile developers have available a new modern JVM
language that they can use for developing Android applications. This language
has new features, such as lambdas (not available for the development of Android
applications using Java) which aims at facilitating the development task. In this
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paper, we first focus on studying the degree of adoption of this new language.
We found that around 11.26% of the studied open-source applications have used
Kotlin code. This finding shows, that beyond the support announce is very recent,
Kotlin has obtained important share faced of the well stable Java language and
the development infrastructure for creating Android apps using Java. Even more,
we found that for some applications 6.1% developers migrates from Java to Kotlin
in few consecutive commits.
One of the advantages of Kotlin mentioned by the documentation is its interoperability with Java: a developer can write an app using both Java and Kotlin. We
found in this paper that 10.38% applications from our dataset have used Kotlin
and Java together.
Despite the claiming of the Kotlin developers community in favor of Kotlin, no
work has studied the impact of Kotlin adoption. Then, this work aims to support
developers decision by measuring the quality of Android applications written in
Kotlin and Java. We found that the introduction of Koltin in applications initially
written in Java produces a rise in the quality score from, at least, 50% the applications. Since no work has compared the presence of code smells in Kotlin and
Java applications and no work has not analyzed the impact of introducing Kotlin
in mobile Android applications written in Java, our results bring new data for the
studies about code smells in mobile Android applications.

8 Conclusion and Future work

During the last years, different development approaches have emerged for developing mobile applications. In this context, Google has announced that Kotlin became officially supported language for Android development in 2017. Almost one
year since the announcement, we conducted an empirical study to verify whether
the Android applications developed using this new program language have better
quality than the applications written using the traditional approach for developing
Android applications, that means, to use Java language.
To realize our empirical study, we first created our study dataset of opensource Android applications, named FAMAZOA, by mining 3 existing Android
datasets (F-Droid, AndroidTimeMachine and AndroZoo). The dataset is composed
of application which: a) code repository is publicly available, and b) exist a version
(apk) released after the 2017. In total, FAMAZOA contains 2,167 applications and
19,838 apks. We then defined and applied 3 heuristics to classify those applications
according to the amount of Kotlin code that they have. Our study found that
244 out 2,167 applications that have at least, one version between the years 2017
and 2018 written using Kotlin.
Our study first focused on analyzing the evolution of the amount of Kotlin
and Java code. We found that for the 63.9% of applications that include Kotlin
code, the amount of code written in that language increases along the application
evolution and, at the same time, the amount of Java code decreases or remains
constant. Furthermore, for 25.8% of the studied applications, Kotlin replaces Java
completely.
Then, our study focused on the quality of Android application by analyzed the
presence of code smells in applications from our dataset. We found that 3 out of 4
object-oriented (OO) smells (LM, CC and BLOB) are present in, at least, the 93%
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of both Java and Kotlin application. In percentage, 3 out of 4 OO smells (LM, CC
and BLOB) are more frequent in Kotlin applications. However, we found that Java
applications have more entities affected by 5 out of 10 code smells, including all
OO smells. For the remaining smells, we found that there was no difference with
statistically. Finally, we found that the introduction of Kotlin code on an Android
application written in Java produced a rise of the quality on, at least, the 50% of
the studied applications.
As future work, we plan to empirically verify if the advantages claimed by
Kotlin develops community (Section 3.4) are true in the context of mobile development and to investigate more code smells and anti-patterns related, for instance,
with the performance and energy consumption.
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